The Ethical Hacker Network

November 2010 Free Giveaway Sponsor - InfoSec Institute
Win CPT, CEH Training Worth $4545!!

More great prizes for top EH-Net contributors. This month's prize is the highly regarded instructor-led ethical hacking
course by InfoSec Institute. This 5-day in-person course includes a lab book, textbook, an ethical hacking toolkit, exam
vouchers for both CEH and CPT and even meals! The only thing this doesn't include is travel & hotel. As InfoSec
Institute describes it:

"Our most popular information security and hacking training goes in-depth into the techniques used by malicious, black
hat hackers with attention getting lectures and hands-on lab exercises. While these hacking skills can be used for
malicious purposes, this class teaches you how to use the same hacking techniques to perform a white-hat, ethical hack,
on your organization. You leave with the ability to quantitatively assess and measure threats to information assets; and
discover where your organization is most vulnerable to hacking in this network security training course. The goal of this
course is to help you master a repeatable, documentable penetration testing methodology that can be used in an ethical
penetration testing or hacking situation."

The deserving winner gets to take this awesome course any time within the next 12 months. For a schedule of times and
locations as well as more details on the course itself, click on InfoSec's Institute's logo or links above. While you're there,
be sure to inquire about the SPECIAL PRICING for EH-Netters. Due to 8570 regs, we can't tell you the exact discount,
but rest assured that the Institute will do their best to take care fo those eager to learn. So get out there and earn this
fantastic prize.
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Discuss in Forums {mos_smf_discuss:News Items and General Discussion About EH-Net}

Participation is the ONLY way to win. Start a thread that sparks lots of interest; share thoughts and experiences; help a
newbie... quality is more important than quantity.
Only members are eligible!
Registration Is FREE!
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